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Linda Thomas-Sundstrom
Signs Angel Unleashed
Saturday, April 22, 1:00 PM

Local author Linda Thomas-
Sundstrom joins us for an 
afternoon of paranormal 
romance and urban fantasy 
with her latest, Angel 
Unleashed. Linda’s website 
describes her writing as, 
“gothic, dark, atmospheric, 
sophisticated, spell-binding, delicious and even 
yummy, Linda’s writing might just incite your 
passion for the paranormal.” Linda, a teacher by 
day and writer by night, is the author of nearly 
two dozen books, and a regular speaker on 
writing. She’ll talk all things paranormal world-
building, urban fantasy, and secrets of that 
resident muse Linda swears is singing to her 24/7. 

Margaret Dilloway and Jill Diamond 
Sign Momotaro: Xander and the Dream Thief 
and Lou Lou and Pea and the Mural Mystery
Sunday, April 23, 2:00 PM

Margaret Dilloway’s middle grade novel, 
Momotaro Xander and the Lost Island of 
Monsters, was honored by the Asian/Pacific 
American Librarians Association 
(APALA). The APALA notes, “Dilloway 
weaves the Japanese folktale of Momotaro 
into a modern coming of age adventure story 
of self-discovery and acceptance laced with 
strong themes of friendship. The main 
protagonist, a biracial Asian American, is a 
new kind of hero that embarks on a thrilling 
and fast-paced journey to save what is most 
important to him.” Xander’s adventures 
continue in Momotaro: Xander and the Dream 
Thief, and the series has been purchased for 
possible animation by Fox Studios. 

Local author Margaret will share the afternoon 
spotlight with San Francisco author and 
lawyer Jill Diamond. Jill, a lover of cowboy 
boots, red lipstick, soft serve ice cream, was 
inspired to write Lou Lou and Pea and the 
Mural Mystery by her multicultural 
neighborhood, and her passion for the 
importance of friendship.

Jonathan Maberry
Signs Mars One and Dogs of War
Monday, April 24, 7:30 PM

Incredibly prolific local author Jonathan 
Maberry is a New York Times best-selling and 
multiple Bram Stoker Award-winning 
suspense author, editor, comic book writer, 
magazine feature writer, playwright, content 
creator and writing teacher/lecturer, including 
monthly stints leading the Writers 
Coffeehouse at Mysterious Galaxy. Jonathan 
will sign his new middle grade SF novel, 
Mars One (check our website for our review) 
and the latest Joe Ledger Department of 
Military Sciences novel, Dogs of War, before 
heading to StokerCon on board the Queen 
Mary. Jonathan also has contributed stories of 
the Colonial Marines in Aliens: Bug Hunt, and 
Sherlock Holmes in Baker Street Irregulars.

Jennifer McMahon
Signs Burntown
Tuesday, April 25, 7:30 PM

Jennifer McMahon last visited Mysterious 
Galaxy in 2014 for The Winter People, an 
IndieNext Pick! Burntown, her latest suspense 
novel, involves a family haunted and damaged 
by multigenerational crimes, who may hold 
the secret to Thomas Edison’s “Spirit Phone,” 
a device the inventor built “to see if it is 
possible for personalities which have left this 
earth to communicate with us.” See 
Maryelizabeth’s review on the back page. 

Daniel Suarez
Signs Change Agent
Wednesday, April 26, 7:30 PM

Daniel Suarez’s latest near-
future tech thriller, Change 
Agent, tackles the dark 
possibilities of genetic 
manipulation. In 2045 
Interpol’s Genetic Crime 
Division grapples with a new 
type of crime: illicit genetic 
editing — and it isn’t long 
before the fight gets personal. By the middle 
of the 21st century CRISPR genetic editing is 
routinely used to eliminate deadly heritable 
disorders in human embryos. But CRISPR 
technology is capable of much more — and 
parents know it. Black market embryo labs 
soon appear, ready to make risky edits with 
potentially unintended consequences for 
humanity. But having become the most 
profitable criminal enterprise in the world, the 
ruthless genetic cartels researching new edits 
aren’t about to stop. In fact, they’re prepared 
to go to any length to defend their market. 
And Interpol Agent, Kenneth Durand is their 
top target.

Nicole Cushing
Signs The Sadist’s Bible
Thursday, April 27, 6:00 PM

Nicole Cushing, nominee for the 2016 Bram 
Stoker Award for Superior Achievement in 
Long Fiction for The Sadist’s Bible, will stop 
at Mysterious Galaxy on her way to 
StokerCon in Long Beach for an event, co-
presented by her print publisher, 01Publishing. 
Nicole received the 2015 Stoker for Superior 
Achievement in a First Novel for Mr. Suicide, 
and her work has been nominated for a 
Shirley Jackson Award as well. 01Publishing 
will be familiar to fans of the Whispers from 
the Abyss and Casefile: Arkham anthologies, 
among others.

Independent Bookstore Day
Saturday, April 29
All Day

Independent Bookstore Day celebrates local 
brick-and-mortar bookstores all across America. 
This year’s celebration takes place on April 30. 
Mysterious Galaxy and many of our fellow 
indies will be doing lots of fun stuff all day long, 
and will offer a range of unique book-related 
items and prints for sale only on that day, and 
only in-store.

We will have a half dozen exclusive 
Independent Bookstore Day goodies, including 

items from the Night Vale creators, Michael 
Chabon, Bloggeress Jenny Lawson, Mo 
Willems, Rainbow Rowell, and a collection of 
literary cocktails! (Sorry, no holds, pre-orders, 
or telephone or on-line orders.)

This year we will reward the first three “Big 
Spenders,” readers who spend $75 or more. 
These first three readers will win guest invites 
for themselves and their friends to a special 
exclusive after-hours event at Mysterious 
Galaxy!

Amazing Arizona Authors Celebrate  
Independent Bookstore Day!

Ryan Dalton, Stephanie Elliot,  
Aprilynne Pike, and Melissa Marr
Sign The Black Tempest, Sad Perfect, Glitter, 
and One Blood Ruby
Saturday, April 29, 4:00 PM

Independent Bookstore Day will wrap up with 
a quartet of young adult authors visiting from 
Arizona. Ryan Dalton’s The Black Tempest is 
the second book in his Time Shift trilogy. 
Ryan’s geeky blog incudes “tips on writing 
believable dialogue, the current state of comic 
books, and who would win in a fight between 
Abe Lincoln and an ill-tempered ham 
sandwich.”

Stephanie Elliot was inspired by her own 
daughter’s journey with ARFID, Avoidant/
Restrictive Food Intake Disorder to write Sad 
Perfect. She has been, or still is, all of the 
following: a book reviewer, an anonymous 
parenting columnist, a mommy blogger, an 
editor, a professional napper, a reformed Diet 
Coke drinker, and a gecko breeder.

Aprilynne Pike invites 
readers to “celebrate the year 
of the anti-heroine as Marie 
Antoinette meets Breaking 
Bad... with a little Mr. 
Robot for good measure!” 
with Glitter. The New York 
Times bestselling author can 
usually be found running if 
she’s not writing; she also enjoys singing, 
acting, reading, and working with pregnant 
moms as a childbirth educator and doula. 

And recently relocated to AZ and perennial 
Mysterious Galaxy “hometown author” 
regardless of where she resides, Melissa Marr, 
returns for One Blood Ruby, the conclusion to 
the two-book faery series that began with 
Seven Black Diamonds. (See Constance’s 
review on our website.) Melissa is a 
swordswoman and editor, as well as the author 
of books ranging from picture books to adult 
books and everything in between. 

The Shetland Tea Murder Mystery 
Reading
Sunday, April 30, 2:00 PM

To celebrate the publication of 
Cold Earth, Ann Cleeves —  
author of Vera and Shetland 
fame — has written a murder 
mystery based around a 
traditional Shetland tea. 
Shetland is the setting of the 
popular crime series featuring detective 
Jimmy Perez. Mysterious Galaxy will serve 



Speculative Fiction
All Our Wrong Todays by Elan Mastai

Tom Barron grew up in the utopia we were 
promised back in the 50s: flying cars, recreational 
space travel, universal health care. Or would have if he 
hadn’t screwed it all up by traveling back in time to 
the moment of his world’s big leap forward, the pivot 
point that made his reality a reality. Read 
Bradbury’s “A Sound of Thunder.” Research the 
Butterfly Effect. Now John Barron is back in 2016. 
Our 2016: no flying cars, no recreational space travel, 

no universal health care. Sucks for us, but his life is actually a lot better: 
great career, mother and girlfriend are still around, he’s got a sister now, 
and dad’s not such a tool. Cool for Tom/John, but not so much for the 
billion or so individuals who now don’t exist. Moral dilemma: Get used 
to the new first name and enjoy the fruits of his stupidity or try to fix the 
timeline? This is the quandary that takes us on an adventure across our 
world, and through time and space. Thought-provoking, poignant, and 
brilliant. What would you do? – Guest Reviewer Patrick Heffernan
Dutton, $26.00.

Heartstone by Elle Katharine White
Heartstone retells the Pride and Prejudice story that we all love, but in a 

fantasy setting with knights, talking dragons, and evil creatures trying to 
destroy our heroine’s hometown! The author does remain true to the 
original story in many ways, but she has created a thoroughly unique and 
captivating world filled with fresh characters that pull you into the book for 

a truly enjoyable read. The female lead is a healer opposed 
to violence, and her Mr. Darcy is a knight who is rather 
good at killing things. Let the personality clashes begin!

While this is a fun retelling, it delves into 
darker, grittier themes like loss and mourning. The 
dialogue and action also keep the book at a nice pace 
that pull you in and keep the pages turning. There are 
even some pretty epic battle scenes at the end. If you 
are looking for a fun read, then look no further. Who 
doesn’t love a good spunky heroine showing the world 
what’s what?! And don’t forget about the talking dragons! – Constance
Voyager trade paper original, $15.99.

Mystery & Suspense
Burntown by Jennifer McMahon

One of the traits that make Jennifer McMahon’s 
books such compelling reads for me is her ability to 
suck me in to her characters’ worlds and perceptions, no 
matter how skewed or improbable. Burntown is no 
exception to this experience. Teenager Necco and her 
mother, Lily, become Burntown residents, part of those 
who live off the grid in abandoned factories and mills, 
after the traumatic death of Necco’s father. When 
danger stalks again, Necco and her unexpected allies – a 
high school student she only knows through their illicit transactions, a 
cafeteria chef with deeper ambitions, a part-time private eye, and a 
group of mystical women – must dig through Necco’s cloudy past for 
answers. – Maryelizabeth
Doubleday, $25.95.
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tea, and four actors (including members of 
Partners in Crime, the San Diego Chapter of 
Sisters in Crime, and Write Out Loud) will read 
the script. Attendees can then show off their 
deductive skills, and share their solutions. 
Minotaur Books has provided copies of Anne’s 
Shetland series as prizes for some participants.

Looking Ahead 
This is what’s in-store in San 
Diego into Mysterious 
Galaxy’s 25th Year!: Star 
Wars™ Visual Encyclopedia 
– May 6; The Writers 
Coffeehouse – May 7; Carrie 

Patel – May 7; Jenna Rhodes – May 7; Marie 
Brennan – May 9; Christopher Paolini – May 
10; Book Discussion Group – May 11; 
Mysterious Galaxy’s Birthday Bash with 
Michael Fry, Gregory Benford, Tammy 
Kaehler, S.W. Lauden, Nolan Knight, Jane 
Haseldine, Baron Birtcher, Gini Koch, Amber 
Benson, Nadine Nettmann, Linda O. Johnston, 
Cory Doctorow, Gregory Harris, Laurie Forest, 
and much merriment! – May 13; Epic Reads 
Meet & Greet with Kimberly McCreight, 
Kimberly McCreight, Evelyn Skye, and Megan 
Whalen Turner – May 18; Gian Sardar – May 
21; Jason Hough – May 30 … and on into 
summer!

Out and About in April

Los Angeles Times Festival of Books
University of Southern California

Saturday, April 22 and 
Sunday, April 23

On Saturday, April 22, and 
Sunday, April 23, Mysterious 
Galaxy will be hosting dozens 
of authors in our booth on the 

grounds of USC University Park Campus as 
part of the Los Angeles Times Festival of 

Books. Mysterious Galaxy’s booth location is 
Booth #368. Stay tuned to our calendar page on 
mystgalaxy.com for the most up to date 
information on our LATFB activities and 
spotlight authors. For more information about 
the Festival, directions, and more, visit the 
official website.

StokerCon 2017
The Queen Mary, Long Beach
Thursday, April 27 through Sunday, April 30

StokerCon is the annual convention of The 
Horror Writers Association (HWA), the premier 
organization of writers and publishers of horror 
and dark fantasy. The HWA’s second annual 
convention is scheduled for April 27-30, 2017 
aboard the Queen Mary in Long Beach. Guests 
include George R.R. Martin (A Song of Ice and 
Fire series); 
Elizabeth Hand 
(The Cass 
Neary series); 
Chuck Wendig 
(the Miriam 
Black thrillers); 
Peter Crowther (the Forever Twilight cycle); Bill 
Bridges (White Wolf’s World of Darkness); 
Tananarive Due (Ghost Summer); Gretchen 
McNeil (Possess, Ten); Stephen Graham 
Jones (Mongrels); and Becky Spratford (The 
Reader’s Advisory Guide to Horror, Second 
Edition); with Toastmaster Nancy Holder, five-
time winner of the Bram Stoker Award.

In addition to attending the prestigious Bram 
Stoker Awards® on Saturday April 29th, 
attendees can enjoy panels, presentations, 
Horror University classes, The Lucky 13 Film 
Festival, a mini-academic conference 
coinciding with the convention, special 
programming for librarians on Librarian’s Day, 
high tea with favorite horror authors, ghost 
tours and a harbor excursion for early arrivals. 
Mysterious Galaxy will be in the bookroom.

YALLWEST 
Santa Monica Public Library and Santa Monica 
High School
Friday, April 28 and Saturday, April 29

New York Times 
bestselling 
author and 
Golden Globe-
winning actor 
Chris Colfer 
headlines the third YALLWEST festival at Santa 
Monica High School. YALLWEST and its sister 
festival YALLFEST (based in Charleston, S.C.) 
are the biggest teen and middle grade book 
festivals in the country. Last year YALLWEST 
drew more than 20,000 attendees and donated 
thousands of dollars in book sale proceeds to 
school libraries in the Santa Monica Malibu 
School District, as well as hundreds of books to 
students in the Los Angeles Unified School 
District. YALLWEST is the brainchild of a 
group of bestselling YA authors and YALLFEST 
organizers/alumni, including co-directors 
Melissa de la Cruz and Margaret Stohl, and is 
largely free and open to the public. Additional 
YALLWEST keynotes include bestselling 
authors Cassandra Clare, Daniel Jose Older, 
Rachel Renee Russell, Shannon Hale, James 
Dashner, Brendan Reichs, Danielle Paige, 
Victoria Aveyard, and Alexandra Bracken. 

Friday, April 28, will be a Preview event at the 
Santa Monica Public Library, 9AM-3PM for 
schools, which will include Storyball 
presentations, photobooths, author panels and 
industry talks. From 4PM-8PM the event will 
be open to the public with a Fierce Friday 
preview event. On Saturday April 29, 
YALLWEST will offer a full day of panels, 
signings, music, photobooths, food trucks, 
bookselling, cupcake parties, Quidditch 
gaming, Scrabble tourneys, giveaways and 
nonstop fun beginning at 9:00 AM.


